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High school escape level 2

Dangerous levels of lead lurk in drinking water schools across the country, according to an alarming report published on Thursday. The Get the Lead Out report, published by the Environment America Research & Policy Center and the U.S. Public Research Interest Group Education Fund, reveals water
from thousands of batteries and fountains in schools and preschools in America that contained more than 1 part per billion (ppb) of lead. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends concentrations of lead in water do not exceed 1 ppb. Most of the schools tested had five times that amount. Others
had even more, including Leicester Memorial Elementary in Massachusetts, which had a tap that tested at 22,400 ppb. Even low levels of lead exposure can affect children's brain development and possibly reduce their IQ, says Morri Markowitz, M.D., a pediatrician and director of the Lead Poisoning
Prevention Program at Children's Hospital of Montefiore in the Bronx, New York, who consulted the report. It was also associated with learning and behavioral problems. The metal is particularly toxic to young children, who absorb up to five times more lead they inge than adults. It's not news that lead is
bad for us–that's why the toxin has been removed from gasoline and paint over the years. A federal lead and copper rule was enacted in 1991, limiting the amount of lead in public drinking water. So why is toxic metal still so prevalent in schools? According to a new report, the school's drinking water is
picking up metal from service lines, pipes and plumbing, and lead-lined fountains and batteries. These systems should be regulated by state and local laws–but these are lagging behind. Unfortunately, even with the increase we've seen in school testing their water for lead in the last few years, our results
show a big, widespread problem, says John Rumpler, co-author of the report and senior director of Clean Water for America. From Washington to Montana to Massachusetts, politicians don't do enough to make sure our kids have safe drinking water every day. The report classified 31 states and the
District of Columbia on their efforts to protect children from lead in school water. It assessed factors such as how and when water testing is required and how much information they share with parents and the public. Twenty-two states received unsuccessful grades. Some of these states have no laws that
address lead contamination, while others use unreliable tests to monitor the problem, Rumpler explains. RELATED: It's Baby Powder Safe No states have gotten a grade, but the District of Columbia tops the list with A+. It is the only area of the country that requires schools and childcare centers to install
filters on every tap used for drinking or cooking. It also tests school water every year and publishes testing data online. Illinois got the second-highest mark with a B-. The Ministry of Health asks schools to take action if they find any lead in drinking water. However, Rumpler says the state could improve by
offering schools clear guidelines on exactly how to solve the problem. Several other states, including Massachusetts, Vermont, Washington, Pennsylvania and Montana, have taken action by proposing laws that, if and when enacted, could help raise their degrees. Rumpler says the remaining 19 states
were not included in the report because initial research showed they had no related laws or regulations to evaluate. The report includes a number of recommendations for federal lawmakers, such as strengthening rules around drinking water and providing funding to help states remove lead-laden
plumbing, but this kind of change will take time. In the meantime, there are several things parents can do to reduce their children's exposure to the toxin in schools. Parents shouldn't approach this with hysteria, thinking that their children are harmed, says Dr Markowitz. But we know there are no healthy
levels of lead, so it's a good idea to take steps to reduce their exposure as much as possible. Rumpler says parents should contact their child's school to see if water has been tested for lead, and ask to see test results. (Some schools are only required to report lead levels above 15 ppb.) The initial, cost-
effective step is to ask your school to put filters on each battery and drinking fountain, Rumpler says. Don't forget the water batteries for cooking, too. Experts say that if there is lead in the water that you use to cook pasta for macaroni and cheese, it will lead in that cat and cheese. The next step would be
to ask the school to replace all lead drinking fountains with filling stations for water bottles that have built-in filters. And you can also send your child to school with bottled water, Rumpler says, but keep in mind that the standard for levels of lead in bottled water is 5 ppb. It may be an improvement, but it's
not the best long-term solution, he says. Or consider splurging on a water bottle with a built-in filter that gets rid of lead, like alter ego frio from Aquaovo. Concerned parents can also take a step further and contact their state governor to urge him to take action against lead in drinking water. As parents, we
care deeply about our kids' future, says Rumpler, and we wouldn't like that their health has been compromised by something we take for granted, such as safe drinking water. We are two countries and neither of them will conquer or disappear anytime soon. November 4, 2020Staff writer for The
AtlanticShutterstock / The Atlantic We do not yet know the outcome of the election, but its meaning is already clear. We are two countries and neither of them will conquer or disappear anytime soon. The outcome of the 2016 election was not a historical coincidence or a result of foreign subversion, but a
pretty accurate reflection of the American electorate. The much-debated Democratic majority that appears at the turn of the millennium is still in a state of origin and will probably continue in the developing years. Indeed, the majority is blocked by undemocratic rules and unscrupulous politicians, but it is a
bare majority without enough votes to govern. When America finally becomes a promised land dominated by tech-savvy millennials, its political values will be far from certain. Tens of millions of Americans love MAGA more than they love democracy. After four years of breaking laws and destroying norms,
President Donald Trump cannot be under any illusions. His first term culminated in an open effort to sabotage the legitimacy of elections and prevent Americans from voting. His rallies in the final week of the campaign were red-drenched festivals of mass hatred, autocratic self-absorption, and boredom,
with no glimmer of a better future on offer-and they could put Trump over the top in Florida and elsewhere. Even as freedom-loving people came out in unprecedented millions to vote, their readiness to throw away their Republican institutions along with their dignity and understanding of the facts suggests
that many Americans have lost the basic qualities that the founders believed necessary for self-government. There is no obvious way to reverse this decline, which shows signs of contagion elements on the other hand as well. But the passing of Trump's supporters, with a large minority of Latino voters
and an unadvural number of Black voters, makes their motivations more different and more complex than a single, somehow reassuring cause that progressives settled on after 2016: racism. It turns out that there are many different reasons different kinds of people want to pounce at the feet of a cheater.
The polls show that progressives' habit of seeing Americans as molecules dissolved in vast and undiferated ethnic and racial solutions without individual agencies is both analytically misleading and politically self-defeating, doing real damage to the cause of equality. Many of the most influential journalists
and interviewers continue to not understand how most of their countrymen think, even as these experts spend more and more time talking to each other on Twitter and in TV studios. Local and regional newspapers across the country that could fill in the picture of who we are with more detailed human
details continue to die out. All of us, professionals and otherwise, are to some extent prisoners of impermeable information chambers in which the pursuit of contradictory naratives is morally suspicious. This destruction of the mental commons is potentially fatal to democracy. Unlike citizens of geriatric



autocracy, we lack a cynical habit of learning to live with lies that we do not make us believe to be true. As newcomers, we are suing for mass misinformation-passionate believers in the most absurd stories, instant experts to seize every piece of data as proof of our chosen truth. One of the winners on
The night was Marjorie Taylor Greene of Georgian, announcer of the mad conspiracy ideology of QAnon. He will sit in Congress alongside Democratic colleagues who are involved in child sex trafficking. There is nothing remotely comparable to QAnon in the Democratic Party. However, it would be a
mistake for Democrats who proudly believe in climate science and counting every vote to imagine that they are immune to the distorting effects of information technology and hyperpolarization. Having basically a reasonable worldview can make it harder to detect the creeping impact of self-delusion. How
many people do you know who refused to believe that Trump could win a fair election? Antisocial media will grab us all. There is no escaping who we Americans have become: This is of electoral significance. We are stuck with each other, seeing no way out and no obvious way through, sinking deeper
into a state of mutual misunderstanding and hatred. Possible exits-gradual de-escalation, most breakthrough, clean separation, civil war-are either unlikely or unthinkable. We have to live and rule together, but we still don't know how. Victory in this state becomes a chimera. Whoever takes over the
presidency, all Americans will remain losers. Losers.
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